
ELECTROMAGNETIC lNOUCTION 
0 It is the phenomenon of gt.'tlerating an emf by changing 

the number of magnetic lines of force (i,e. magnetic 
flux) associated v.ith the circuit. The emf so generated 
is known as induced emf If the circuit is closed the 
current which flows - in it due to induced emf is known 
as induced current. 

Faraday's laws of Electromagnetic lmh1ctio11 
• First law : \\lhenever the amount of magnetic flux linked 

with a circuit changes, an emf is induced in the circuit. 
This induced emf persists as long as the change in 
magnetic. flux continues. 

" Second law : The magnitude of the induced emf is equal 
to the time rate of change of magnetic flux. 
!\1:athematicaJly, induced emf is given by 

d� 

B=- dt 
where negative sign indicates the direction of e. 
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• This law gives us the direction of induced emf. 
According to this law, the direction of induced emf in a 
circuit is such that it opposes the change in magnetic 
flux responsible for its production.Lenz·s law is in 
accordance with the principle of conservation of energy. 

Fleming's Right Hand Rule 
o Fleming's right hlllld rule also gives us the direction of 

induced emf or current, in a conductor moving in a 
magnetic field. According to this rule, if we stretch the 
forefinger, central finger and thumb of our right hand in 
mutually perpendicular directions such that forefinger 
points along the direction of the field and thumb is 
along the direction of motion of the conductor1 then 
the central finger would give us the direction of induced 
current or emf. TI1e direction of induced current or emf I 
given by Lenz's law and Fleming's right hand rule is 
the same, 
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Find the direction of current flowing in the following circuits. 
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50!11.: Consider the solenoid L As the N-pole of the magnet 
approaches it, the flux through the solenoid increases. The 
side facing the magnet becomes a N -pole as indicated, as it 
must oppose the N -pole coming towards it. 
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N-poles means the current flows anti-clockwise. 
Hence the current as seen from the right side of ! :flows 
anti-clockwise as shovvn. It means current in R 1 flows from A 
to B, 

• A similar argument shows that left side of solenoid 2, 
becomes N-pole as it must oppose the movement of 
S-pole of the magnet going away from it The left side 
of solenoid 2 becomes N -pole or current if viewed from 
that side will :flow anti-clockwise. 
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H:ence current flows as sho\\rn, or from Q to P via R
2
. 

IOMMUM,fi 
A ,vire loop enclosing a semi-circle of radius a is located on 
the boundary of a unifunn magnetic field of induction B. 
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Electromagnetic Induction and Alternating Currents 

At the moment t 0, the loop of resistance R set into 
rotation with ang1.1lar speed m about m:1 axis ooinciding 
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turr.1s per unit length of a solenoid and A is area of 
cross section of the solenoid. 

with a line on the boundary. Find the emf induced in the e Self inductance of a circular coil is: 
loop as a function of time. 

Soln..: Assume the loop to have entered the field region, and 
let angle be 0, 

As the area of the sector shaded is 

q,= s( -'..a2e'] cosO 
,2 / 

d� l 'd9\ 
,dt = 2a

2
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'I'l1e Lenz's law indicates that the current flows in the direction 
indicated. 
EIIIIV CURRENTS 
e Eddy currents are basically the currents induced in the 

body of a conductor due ta change in magnetic flux 
linked with the con.dt�ctor. 

@ The direction of eddy currents is given by Lenz's law, 
or Fleming's right hand rule. 

!l'l!IUCTOR 
® An inductor is a devfoe fur storing energy in a magnetic 

field. A."'1 :inductor is generally called as inductance, In 
usual prat1ice a coil or solenoid is treated as inductor, It 

L"" µ/.J11r.� 
0 

where R is the radius of a coil and N is the number of 
turns 

t@s 'Whenever the current passing through a coil or ci.rcqit 
changes, the magnetic flux linked with a neiib-bouring 
coil or circuit will also change. Hen� an emf win be 
induced in the neighbouring coil or circuit. This 
phenomenon is knm:vn as mutual induction. The coi1 or 
circuit in which the current changes is known as primary 
while the ether in \Vhich emf is set u p  is knovm as 
secondary. 

• 

• 

• 

Let I
p 

be the current flowing through primary coil at 
any instant If <l>s is the flux linked with secondary coil 
then 

$s= Ip or ¢s= 111lp 
where }vf is coefficient of mutual inductance of two 
coils. 
Tne emf induced in the secondary coil is given by 

·-M dI, 
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Tne Sl unit of 1i1 is henry (H) and its dimensional 
formula is [ML2r--2A-2J, 
Coefficient of eoapllng (K) : Coefficierrt of coupliv.g of 
tv,ro coils is a measure of the coupling between the two 
coils and is given by 

M 
K=-s== 

where £1 and L
2 

are coefficients of self inductance of 
the two coils and lvf is coefficient of mutual inductance 
of the U.Vo coils, 

is denoted by symbol ----'(5o'--, ® Tcte coefficient of mutual inductance of tvvo long -co
axial solenoids, each of length l, area of cross section 
A, wound on air core is 

Self Induction 
'@ Whenever the current passing through a coil_ or circuit 

changes, the magnetic flux linked with it will also change. 
As a result of this, an emf is induced 1n the coil or the 
circuit which opposes the change that causes it This 
phenomenon is lmown as self induction and the emf 
induced is kno'\\rn as self induced emf or back emf. 

@ When a current 1 flows through a coil and 9 is the 
magnetic flmr linked with the coil, then 

$=1 or $=LI 
where L is  coefficient of self induction or self 
inductance of the c--01.], 

® The self induced emf is 

e _d�=-LdI 
di dt 

@ The SI unit of Lis henry (H) and its dimensional formula 
is [MI}r2A -2j, 

• Seif inductance of a solenoid is L µon2/A 
where l is length of the coil solenoid j n is number of 

"1\.:1 "" .'!-oN tN z�. 
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where N
p 

N
2 

are totaI number of turns of the two 
solenoid. 

Two inductors of self.inductances L
1 and L

2 
are kept so 

fu ·  apart that their mutual inductance is zero. These are 
connected in series. Then the equivalent inductance is 

L =L
1 
+ L

2 

Two inductors of self�inductance L1 and L
2 

are 
connected in  series and they have mutual inductance 
},f, Then tbe equivalent inductance of the combination 
is 

L =L1 + L2 ±2M 
@ Tl.le plni sign occurs if w:indings in the t\vo coils are in 

the same sense, while minus sign occurs if windings 

are in opposite sens,e. 
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• Two inductors of self-inductance L1 and L
2 

are 
connected in parallel. The inductors are so far apart that 
their mutual inductance is negligible. Then their equivalent 
inductance is 

L = ½ L� or · .!. = � + _!_ 
I, + 1-i L L1 ½ 

Energy Stored in an Inductor 
• When a current I flows through an inductor, the energy 

stored in it and is given by 

U=!_Ll2 
2 

• The energy stored in an inductor is in the form of 
magnetic energy. 

Illustration 3 

What is the self-inductance of a long solenoid of N-turns 
and cross-sectional area A and length 1. 
Soln.: The magnetic field inside a long solenoid. 

B = 11onI= µo ( �) I  
The flux associated with each tum cl>turo 

= B-A 

c!>tum
= µo (�)IA  

( µ0N2Al 
cl>total = N-cj>tum = � z j I 

cl>Total ( µoN
2 Al 

L= -I- => L= � l j 
• The self-inductance depends purely on geometric 

parameters. 
: I llustration 4 

A solenoid S1 is placed coaxially inside another solenoid S2. 
The radii of the inner and outer solenoids are r1 and ,-2 
respectively. If N1 and N

2 
are the number of turns of coil in 

solenoid S
1 

and S
2 

respectively and l is the length of solenoid 
S2 carrying current I, then calculate the mutual inductance 
between the two solenoids. 

Soln.: Magnetic field of the outer solenoid is B = µ0;21 

when current I passes through it. 
The flux associated with the inner coil is cj>1 

= N
1
B1u} 

=> ;,.. = N ( µ0N2) l 1r:r,2 
'+'l I [ I 

Mutual inductance between the two solenoid to given by 

M= !!_ = ( µ0N1N2) rcr 2 
I 1 1 

ALTERNATING CURRENTS 

• It is that current which changes continuously in 
magnitude and in direction periodically. It can be 
represented by a sine curve or a cosine cuive 

I = 1
0 

sin rot or I = 10 cos rot 
• Here, !0 is peak value of current and is known as 

amplitude of ac, I is instantaneous value of alternating 
current. 

ro = 2n/T 
= 21t\J where Tis period of ac and u is frequency of ac. 

Mean or Average Value of Alternating Current or Voltage 
over one Complete Cycle 

· • The mean or average value of alternating current or 
voltage over one complete cycle is zero. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

T 

f 10 sin wt dt 
-

0 Im or J or l,.. = �-r--
J dt 
0 

T 

s�� sinwtdt 
vm or V or vav = -=--0--::--

T 
--

I dt 
0 

0 

0 

Average value of alternating current for first half cycle 
is 

T/2 
J 10 sin wt dt 

f
a\

, =  O 
T/2 

J at 
0 

210 = 0.63710 1t 

Similarly, for alternating voltage, the average value over 
first half cycle is 

T/2 

J v;, smwtdt 
V0, = 0 = ZVo = O.637V,0 Ti! 1t f dt 

0 

Average value of alternating current for second cycle 
is 

J 10 sinwtdt 
J(I\. = r12 r = - 2Jo = -0.6371o 

I a, 
1t 

T/2 

Similarly, for alternating voltage, the average value over 
second half cycle is 

T 

J Va sinwtdt 
V.,, = T/2 T 

J a1 

- 2� = - O.637 JI;, 1t 
TIZ 

• The average value of alternating current (or voltage) 
during the first and second half cycles are equal but 
opposite in sign i.e. they are alternately positive and 
negative so that the average over one cycle is zero. 

Mean Value or Average Value of Alternating Current 
over any Half Cycle 

• It is that value of steady current, which would send the 
same amount of charge through a circuit in the time of 
half cycle i.e. T/2 as is sent by ac through the same 
circuit in the same time. 

I"'. =�= 0.63710 
1t 

• Similarly, for alternating voltage 
210 J.,,. = -= O.63710 

1t 
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!!Mt Mea,i Squar• {rms) 1/allle of Aiten1atir.g C11rrent • Thus·, the alternating cu.rrc--nt lags behind the altemati::ig 
voltage by a phase angle of ; when ac flows through 
an induct0r, 

® It is defined as that value of steady current, which 
would generate. the same amount of heat in a given 
resistance in a. given time, as is done by L11e alternating j e 
current, when passed through the s21.--ne resistance for 

Inductive reactance: It -is th'e opposition offered by the 
inductor to the flow of alternating CQTTent through It, 

the same time. The rms value of ac is also known as XL = roL _._._, 21t-uL 
effective value or virtual value of ac. It is represented e The inductive. reactance is: zero for de (u = 0) 2nd has a 

finite value for ac. by 11.,.113, le.ff or I),. 

]mis or Jr = 
1
J!; 0.707[0 Y ?  

@ Similarly, for ahemati11g voltage 
V 

v�.s � = 0.101 i:1 
,/2 

® AU ac instruments measure rms value of ac. 

Form factors 
e F'onn factor is ratio of rms vaJue to average value af 

alte�ating current or voltage during half cycle. 

I I, i..fi 1t Form factor = .....::J.!L = ·--,-- = --= 1. H 
I�. 2.,0 I rr,  2-Ji 

IO@½IM,fl 
Tue peak value of an alternating current ls 5 A and its 
frequency is 60 Hz (a) Fh"'ld its nns value (b) How long will the 
current lake to reach the peak value starting from zero? 
Solution: Here, 10 = 5 A 

lo 5 A  
=;, I � 7,:; ·� --.= 00 3.54A nns v2 ..J2 
As is evident from the graph, 
starting from 0, the t,'Urrent takes a 

time !_ to reach the peak value. 
4 

Here T= 
2

n: ;;.-, ( 
2n)' ;;.;;:. (!:_ J s 

D ', 60 ,30, 

The required lime, t 
T 

OT / 

AC Circ11it Ct111taini11g Pure llesi,ta11ce only 
Let V = 1·0 sinmt 

• V •r Thon I = - = �-!ls:in (J)t =J sinrot --. R R • 

® Here the alternating voltage is in phase v.rith current, 
when ac flows through a resistor. 

AC Circuit C1n1taining l'�re l11d11<:tor .,,,,1y 
• Let v = v0 sinffil 

Then, 1 =I0 sin( (i;/ -l) 
V 

where I ;:;; �  ' roL 

AC c;rc�it Contah1ing Pure Capacitor only 
e Let V V0 sinwt 

l = l
0
sm(wt + �  i 

- J  

where (wC.V0. 
® Thus, the alternating current leads the voltage by  a 

phase ru1gle of � _, whec. ac flows through a capacitor, 

Capacitive reactance : It ls the opposjtion offered by 
the capacitor to the flow of alternating current through 
it. 
The capacitive reactance is infinite for de (u = 0) and 
has a finite value for ac. 

X = -1- = __ 1_ 
' roe 2,roC 

Tne capacitive reactance is infinite for de (D {)) anC 
has a finite value for ac. 

POtMMHM,1¥ 
A !5.0 µF capacitor is counected to a 220 V, 50 ff..2 sour,.;e. 
Find the capacitive reactance and the current (rms and peak) 
in the circuit. If the frequency is doubled, what happeos to 
the capacitive reactance a.11d the current? 

l ! I L_ -0-.-· 
220 V, 50 Hz 

Sol The capacitive reactance is  

Xc= ·_l_ 2:r.:oC 
=2120 

The rms current is 

2 \, ,o H \/15 0 1 o-6F1 'it - ZJ \ • X _,_  
I 

V 220 
I = � =- = I  0"A V Xe 212 , , 

vvhen the frequency is doubie°" the capacitive reactance 
reduced to half and virtual current increases to doub 1e. 

Xe Xc=
2 

= 106 Q 

Iv = 2lv=2,08 A 


